Abstract. The leximin (leximax) preference ordering compares two n-dimensional real vectors as follows: the coordinates of these vectors are first ordered in ascending (descending) order and then the resulting two vectors are compared lexicographically. It is well known that the leximin (leximax) preference ordering on n  is not representable (by a utility function). In this paper, given two integers ≥ 1 n and ≥ 2, m we consider the set X of all n -dimensional vectors with integer coordinates assuming values between 1 and m. Equipping X with the leximin (leximax) preference ordering induced from n  , called the threshold (dual threshold) rule, every vector from X (and its indifference class) is canonically assigned a unique ordinal number in such a way that a vector from X is considered more leximin-(leximax-) preferable if it lies in an indifference class with greater ordinal number. We present a rigorous recursive algorithm for the evaluation of multiplicities of the coordinates in a vector from X via the ordinal number of the indifference class with respect to the ordering, to which this vector belongs. The novelty of our algorithm is twofold: first, it exhibits new properties of the classical binomial coefficients in their interplay with the leximin (leximax) preference ordering and, second, it relies on four integer parameters, each one being obtained by a different cyclic procedure. The joint work of these procedures is based on our main theorem concerning some subtle properties of the enumerating preference function, which represents the leximin (leximax) preference ordering on X.
Introduction
The paper addresses the following problem. Suppose X is the set of all n-dimensional vectors  1 = ( , , ) n x x x with integer coordinates ≤ ≤ 1 i x m for some integer ≥ 2 m . We equip X with the leximin (leximax) preference ordering induced from n  . Recall that, under the leximin (leximax), the coordinates of two vectors are first ordered in ascending (descending) order and then the resulting two vectors are compared lexicographically. The leximin (leximax) preference ordering partitions X into indifference (= equivalence) classes, each of which being uniquely assigned an ordinal number with respect to the ordering in such a way that a vector from X is considered more leximin-(leximax-) preferable if it lies in an indifference class with greater ordinal number. The problem is to restore the whole indifference class by knowing its ordinal number.
The lexicographic, leximin and leximax preference orderings in different contexts have been studied extensively in the literature, mainly in the axiomatic approach Moulin, 1988; . In general, no utility function exists for these preference orderings.
In this paper, we shall be interested in the leximin (leximax) preference ordering, restricted to the above set X of n-dimensional vectors. In this case, the interval of natural numbers  [1, ]= {1, , } n n can be interpreted as the set of agents, number i x (between 1 and m ) -as the i -th agent's grade, ∈[1, ] i n , and vector ∈  1 = ( , , ) n x x x X -as an alternative estimated by the agents from [1, ] n . The preference ordering on X , corresponding to the leximin (leximax), which is originated from ) for = 3 m , is called the threshold rule (dual threshold rule). The complete axiomatic characterization of the rule(s) for arbitrary integer ≥ 3 m was given in ; different perspectives of the rule(s) were considered in (Podinovskii, 1975) .
The axioms used in the characterization of the threshold rule are Pairwise Compensation, Pareto Domination, Noncompensatory Threshold and Contraction. In order to get a better feeling of the threshold rule, we present a small citation from (Aleskerov et al., 2010b, p. 628-629) . " The Pairwise Compensation axiom means that if all agents, but two, evaluate two alternatives equally, and the two agents put 'mutually inverse' grades, then the two alternatives have the same rank in the social decision (which may be interpreted as 'anonymity of grades').
The Pareto Domination axiom states that if the grades of all agents for one alternative are not less than for the second alternative and the grade of at least one agent for the first alternative is strictly greater than that of the second one, then in the social ranking the first alternative has a higher rank than the second alternative.
The Noncompensatory Threshold axiom reveals the main idea of the threshold aggregation: if at least one agent evaluates an alternative as 'bad', then, no matter how many 'good' grades it admits, in the social ranking this alternative is ranked lower than any alternative evaluated as 'average' by all agents.
In this context, the Contraction means that if for two alternatives the evaluations of some agent are equal, then the agent may be 'excluded' from the consideration when the social ranking is constructed, and the social decision is achieved by the remaining agents' evaluations."
The real-life applications of the threshold rule were presented in for the evaluation of the bank branch performance and (Goncharov, Chistyakov, 2012) for noncompensatory ranking of students of the National Research University Higher School of Economics (to mention a few).
In contrast to the general case of the leximin (leximax) on n  , for the threshold preference ordering of X , a surjective utility function of the form Φ →  :
[1, ]= {1, , } X s s exists for some integer s . Interestingly, the explicit formula for Φ can be given combinatorially in terms of binomial coefficients (see Chistyakov, 2009; Chistyakov, Kalyagin, 2008) and Theorem 1 in Section 2). Since Φ represents the leximin (leximax) on X , the collection ∈   { : [1, ]} X s of counterimages − ≡ Φ ∈ Φ    1 ( ) = { : ( ) = } X x X x is exactly the family of all indifference classes with respect to the leximin (leximax) preference ordering. In other words, the problem above can be reformulated in terms of 'inversing' the discrete function Φ as follows: given ∈  [1, ] s , restore the class
. So, knowing the ordinal number of (the indifference class of) the alternative ∈ x X it will be possible to obtain the whole collection of agents' grades
x To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time in the literature that the aggregation procedure (which is the threshold rule based on the leximin on X ) permits to return back the rather 'big' input data  1 , , n x x by means of the relatively 'small' aggregate ordinal number of x .
We do not aim at the applications in this paper, concentrating on the mathematical problem of inversing the 'discrete' function Φ. The reallife applications are postponed until subsequent publications.
We solve the problem of restoring the indifference classes by presenting a rigorous recursive algorithm. Its novelty is twofold. First, it exhibits new properties of the classical binomial coefficients in their interplay with the leximin (leximax) preference ordering. Second, the algorithm involves four integer parameters n, m, L, and  (indexed by ∈[1, ] j m ), each one being obtained by a different procedure: n is obtained through the decomposition of the natural 'interval' [1, ] s into a disjoint union of smaller intervals, m -by subtracting 1, L -by putting n and m into a binomial coefficient, and the 'new' value of  -by subtracting L from the 'previous' value of . This 'cyclic procedure' is made possible to work successfully by our main result, Theorem 3, concerning some subtle properties of the function Φ.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review certain definitions and auxiliary facts and recall explicit formulas for the enumerating preference functions representing the leximin/leximax preference ordering on X (Theorems 1 and 2). Our main result, Theorem 3 in Section 3, is devoted to the evaluation of multiplicities of coordinates in a given vector from X . The algorithm for restoring indifference classes in the case of the leximin preference ordering on X , based on Theorem 3, is presented in Section 4 and illustrated by an example. Finally, in Section 5, the restoring of indifference classes in the case of the leximax is reduced to the case of the leximin preference ordering and the corresponding algorithm.
Throughout the paper n is a positive integer and n  is the set of all n-dimensional vectors  
It is well known ) that the lexicographic preference ∠ n on n  is transitive (i.e., ∠ n x y and ∠ n y z imply ∠ n x z ), the negation of ∠ n is of the form: ¬ ∠ ( ) n x y iff (=if and only if) ∠ n y x or = y x, and ∠ n is trichotomous (i.e., either ∠ n x y, or ∠ n y x, or = x y). Thus, ∠ n is a linear order on A vector ∈ n y  is said to be preferred to ∈ n x  in the sense of the leximin (resp., leximax) provided ∠ * * n x y , also written as ∠ * n x y (resp., ∠ * * n x y , also written as ∠ *n x y). It is well known ) that the lexicographic ordering ∠ , n as well as the leximin ∠ * n and leximax ∠ *n preference orderings, are not representable on n  , i.e., there is no (utility) function ϕ → :
y . It is to be noted that ∠ * n and ∠ *n are not linear orders on
, then P is a weak order on n  in the following sense .
A binary relation P on a set X is said to be a weak order on X if it has the following three properties, for all ∈ , , x y z X :
y z P imply ∉ ( , ) x z P (negative transitivity). The inclusion ∈ ( , ) x y P is conventionally interpreted as 'x is preferred to y' (with respect to P ). The indifference relation P I on X , induced by P , is defined as usual by: given
I is an equivalence relation on X .
A weak order ϕ ( ) P on a set X , generated by a nonconstant function ϕ → : X , is defined as follows:
y . A binary relation P on X is said to be representable (by ϕ ) if ϕ = ( ) P P , in which case ϕ is called a preference (or utility) function for P (note that preference functions for P are determined nonuniquely in general). 
where
is omitted in the notation of * x and * x ). Note at once that
It was shown in 
The leximin ∠ * n and leximax ∠ *n preference orderings on =[1, ] n X m can be given alternative characterizations (more suitable for our purposes)
.
The threshold preference order −1 m P (resp., dual threshold preference order
m , which is a weak order on X , is defined, for ∈ , x y X , by )
It was shown by ) that
, and iff ( , ) . 
In what follows, we treat ∠ = m P P , are of the (same) form: Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 into each other by certain permutations of their coordinates (which may be interpreted as the anonymity of agents from [1, ] n ). Given ∈ x X, let ∈ ∈ [ ] = { :( , ) } P P x y X x y I be the indifference (=equivalence) class of x , and ∈ / = {[ ] : } P P X I x x X be the quotient set of X with respect to P I . Clearly, the number of elements / P X I in / P X I is equal to (3).
A weak order P on a finite set X gives rise to the canonical ranking of X , which
for all Y y Y x y P x Y be the set of the most preferred elements from Y with respect to P .
We set
, and nonempty disjoint subsets
Since X is finite, there is a unique pos-
In other words, x is preferred to y with respect to P iff x lies in an indifference class with greater ordinal number. Clearly, ( )∈
in the following manner:
given ∈ x X , since
s , and so, we set
X , and
The function Φ is well-defined, uniquely determined, and surjective (from
,s ) preference function for P . In Chistyakov, 2009) it is called the enumerating preference function for P (EPF, for short). Any other preference function ϕ → : X , representing P (i.e., (4) ) and Ф for −1 m P Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 (corresponding to the leximax (4)) can be given combinatorially in terms of binomial coefficients as presented in Theorem 1 below (cf. , Theorems 3.1 and 6.1)). To formulate it, we adopt the convention that A. The EPF
n m , corresponding to the weak order
(by Theorem 1 (B), similar conclusions hold for the leximax ordering ∠ *n and −1 m P ). The purpose of this paper is to solve the inverse problem (for 
In this way, we have restored the indifference class
The possibility of restoring the indifference class [ ] P x via its ordinal number Φ( ) x =  under the threshold preference order
m in the general case ≥ 3 m was indicated in (Aleskerov, Chistyakov, 2013b, Theorems 3.2 and 3. 3), which we recall as Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose  is a positive integer and = 0 n n. We have :
2 More explicitly,
However, no explicit procedure how to evaluate numbers
, , m n n via the given number  was presented in .
In this paper, to evaluate these numbers, we present a rigorous recursive algorithm.
Main Theorem
Our recursive algorithm for restoring indifference classes is based on the following theorem concerning (more subtle) properties of the EPF Φ from (5).
n n n n n be integers, and
, , m n n (and so,
P r o o f.
We divide the proof into four steps for clarity. In the first step, we need the formula for the summation of binomial coefficients over successive lower indices (see (Graham et al., 1994, formulas (5.9 ) and (5.10))): given two nonnegative integers p and q ,
Step 1. First, we show that
n y m be such that its nondecreasing representative * y is of the form
, ,
Making use of (5), let us calculate the value Φ( ).
y In order to do this, note
1, , and ( ) 1, 1
(and, by (2), (5) and (9), To prove the 'if' part in (8), we assume that
, and so, ( ) ( )
where the two vectors 
,
( )
This completes the proof of (8).
Step 2. In this step, we show that 
, 2) ,
z by means of (5). Since 
To prove (13), suppose 
, which together with (14) proves implication ( ⇒ ) in (13).
In order to prove implication ( ⇐ ) in (13), we assume that 
, ,0 .
Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 a) [ ] ∈ +3, j k m , which implies that c) and d) cannot hold as well. Thus, only possibility a) above holds, which proves implication ( ⇐ ) in (13).
Step 3. Assertion (8) 
and assertion (13) implies
+ . This completes the proof of assertion (6).
Step 4. Now suppose that, by means of (6), the numbers 
by virtue of (5) , we get 
[ ]
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. ▄ Remark. Theorem 3 applies in the particular case when = 2 m as well: in fact, we have = 0 C can be decomposed into the following disjoint union of (adjacent) natural intervals:
We will apply the following 'cyclic procedure'. Suppose numbers n, m, L and  are such that
We set ′ = −   L. By (21) and (19), there is a unique number Before we turn to the general algorithm, for the sake of clarity we first present the initial part of it (having its own additional details) when the first three multiplicities ( ) By (19) (with n replaced by 2 n and m -by 2 m ), there is a unique number 1 n n n n , equalities (24) and (26) hold, and (2), (24), and (26),
. Now, we are in a position to present the general algorithm.
Recursive Algorithm for Restoring
The initial input data (for = 0 j ) is as follows:
and , where 2018, с. 12-31 Assume that, for
, and we know that
(the previous line being treated as empty if = 0 j ). In Sections 4.1-4.3, the validity of this assumption is explicitly verified for = 0,1,2 j , respectively.
, by virtue of (19) 
The interval in (28) 
1, 2 , 1, and .
x X satisfies conditions on the previous line, then ( )
In fact, by virtue of (5) and (15) , we have ( ) Step 2 Step 3 Step 4. Set = = 3 6 n n , = − = 4 1 3 m , and 6 5 1 v x n n .
5 In computing binomial coefficients, the reduction formula 11 / 6 11 252 / 6 462
Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 Step 5. Set ′ = − = − =   Thus,
, and by means of (5). Since 
we have, by (2), 
Making use of the algorithm from Section 4.4 and taking into account (34), we restore the values (32) for all = … 1, , j m (i.e., Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 Let us illustrate this procedure by an example. x v x n n r .
Step 2 Step 3. Set = = 2 6 n n , = 4 m , and ′ = − = − =   Step 4. Set = = 3 5 n n , = 3 m , and ′ = − = − =   Step 5 Журнал НЭА, № 3 (39), 2018, с. 12-31 чение предпочтения лексимин (лексимакс) не представимо на n  (какой-либо функцией полезности). В настоящей работе для целых чисел ≥ 1 n и ≥ 2 m рассма-тривается множество X всех n-мерных векторов с целыми координатами, при-нимающими значения между 1 и m. Снабдив X упорядочением предпочтения лексимин (лексимакс), индуцированным из n  и называемым пороговым (двой-ственным пороговым) правилом, каждому вектору из X (и его классу безразли-чия) канонически присваивается единственный порядковый номер таким обра-зом, что вектор из X считается более предпочтительным в смысле лексимин (лексимакс), если он лежит в классе безразличия с бо́льшим порядковым номе-ром. Представлен строго обоснованный рекурсивный алгоритм для вычисления кратностей координат вектора из X на основе порядкового номера класса без-различия по отношению к рассматриваемому упорядочению, которому этот век-тор принадлежит. Наш алгоритм является новым в двух аспектах: во-первых, он выявляет новые свойства классических биномиальных коэффициентов во взаи-модействии с упорядочением предпочтения лексимин (лексимакс) и, во-вторых, он опирается на четыре целочисленных параметра, каждый из которых полу-чается в результате своей индивидуальной циклической процедуры. Совместная работа этих процедур базируется на нашей основной теореме, касающейся неко-торых тонких свойств функции перечисления, которая представляет упорядоче-ние предпочтения лексимин (лексимакс) на X .
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